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AIXTRON participates in research project Augmented
Reality in technical documentation
Research project "AdaptAR" for technical manuals 4.0 / Desired faster
updates with AR and Digital Twin / Significantly less effort expected
Herzogenrath/Germany, October 27, 2020 – AIXTRON (FSE: AIXA) intends to take
advantage of the opportunities offered by digitization to further optimize the production and
continuous updating of machine and technical equipment manuals, especially (assembly)
instructions. To this end, the company, which is one of the world's leading suppliers of
deposition equipment to the semiconductor industry, is participating in research into possible
applications of the innovative digital solution Augmented Reality (AR) in the area of product
documentation for customers.
Under the leadership of the Fraunhofer Institute for Production Technology IPT, eleven project
partners and AIXTRON as an associated partner are developing an augmented reality system
with digital twin as the data basis within the "AdaptAR" research project. The project duration
has been set at three years. "AdaptAR" is funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research in the program "Innovations for tomorrow's production, services and work".
AR and Digital Twin – Funded by the federal government
"Specific, always up-to-date and user-friendly technical documentation is indispensable for the
successful operation of high-tech equipment. We want to make even more consistent use of
the opportunities offered by digitization for further development in this area for our customers
by contributing our know-how and experience to this Fraunhofer IPT research project," says
Thomas Leipold, Project Manager Digitalization, of AIXTRON SE. "Within the scope of
‘AdaptAR’, we as users want to use the project results to lay the foundation for system
documentation that even extends over the entire life cycle of a system".
With "AdaptAR" digital new ground is broken in the product documentation. Augmented Reality
offers an interactive representation of the real environment, in which, for example, a system
in a factory is supplemented by computer-generated information and enriched with auditory
and visual information of the processes. Every product in the factory is given a so-called Digital
Twin or digital shadow.
Digital uncharted territory in documentation
This virtual image of a system, for example, is to contain all the associated job, product,
process and resource data in a local database. The Digital Twin is to be continuously enriched
with additional data from connected IT systems while the system is in use. This connection
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will optimize decision making and knowledge management. For the complete synchronization
of the virtual (Digital Twin) and the real world, the data must be continuously collected, stored
and processed.
Strong progress on effort
AIXTRON expects that a solution combining AR and Digital Twin will make it easier and more
intelligent to create, use and maintain technical manuals than before. The possible visualization
also allows a better understanding of complex processes. The AR-supported technology is to
be linked with a remote service offer.
An externally called in expert can solve tasks together with the customer. In this way, userfriendliness can be further improved and time and effort significantly reduced. According to
the Fraunhofer IPT, savings of up to 70% in the time and effort required to create technical
instructions are estimated.
"The continuous updating of the information in the database gives us the opportunity to ensure
that the system is always up to date and contains all relevant product data, throughout the
entire product life cycle. Our vision is that the customer can then call up instructions for solving
a task directly on site using a Smart Device such as a tablet or Smart Glasses and receive
guidance from external specialists via a remote service," explains Thomas Leipold from
AIXTRON. The company is already taking a first step in this direction.
AIXTRON is leveraging the benefits of digitalization for its customers by using remote services
via smart glasses in close cooperation with first clients.
Further information on the topic "AdaptAR" under www.ipt.fraunhofer.de/
The project "AdaptAR" is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (funding
code 02K18D070).
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About AIXTRON SE
AIXTRON SE is a leading provider of deposition equipment to the semiconductor industry. The Company was founded in 1983 and
is headquartered in Herzogenrath (near Aachen), Germany, with subsidiaries and sales offices in Asia, United States and in Europe.
AIXTRON´s technology solutions are used by a diverse range of customers worldwide to build advanced components for electronic
and opto-electronic applications based on compound or organic semiconductor materials. Such components are used in a broad
range of innovative applications, technologies and industries. These include Laser and LED applications, display technologies, data
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transmission, SiC and GaN power management and conversion, communication, signaling and lighting as well as a range of other
leading-edge technologies.
Our registered trademarks: AIXACT®, AIXTRON®, APEVA®, Atomic Level SolutionS®, Close Coupled Showerhead®, CRIUS®, EXP®,
EPISON®, Gas Foil Rotation®, Optacap™, OVPD®, Planetary Reactor®, PVPD®, STExS®, TriJet®
For further information on AIXTRON (FSE: AIXA, ISIN DE000A0WMPJ6) please visit our website at www.aixtron.com/en.
Forward-Looking Statements
This document may contain forward-looking statements regarding the business, results of operations, financial condition and
earnings outlook of AIXTRON. These statements may be identified by words such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “anticipate”,
“contemplate”, “intend”, “plan”, “believe”, “continue” and “estimate” and variations of such words or similar expressions. These
forward-looking statements are based on our current assessments, expectations and assumptions, of which many are beyond
control of AIXTRON, and are subject to risks and uncertainties. You should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking
statements. Should these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying expectations not occur or assumptions prove
incorrect, actual results, performance or achievements of AIXTRON may materially vary from those described explicitly or implicitly
in the relevant forward-looking statement. This could result from a variety of factors, such as actual customer orders received by
AIXTRON, the level of demand for deposition technology in the market, the timing of final acceptance of products by customers,
the condition of financial markets and access to financing for AIXTRON, general conditions in the market for deposition plants and
macroeconomic conditions, cancellations, rescheduling or delays in product shipments, production capacity constraints, extended
sales and qualification cycles, difficulties in the production process, the general development in the semi-conductor industry,
increased competition, fluctuations in exchange rates, availability of public funding, fluctuations and/or changes in interest
rates, delays in developing and marketing new products, a deterioration of the general economic situation and any other factors
discussed in any reports or other announcements , in particular in the chapter Risks in the Annual Report, filed by AIXTRON. Any
forward-looking statements contained in this document are based on current expectations and projections of the executive board
based on information available the date hereof. AIXTRON undertakes no obligation to revise or update any forward-looking
statements as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless expressly required to do so by law.
This document is an English language translation of a document in German language. In case of discrepancies, the German
language document shall prevail and shall be the valid version.

